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Rigidity Analysis of Protein
Molecules
Intrinsic flexibility of protein molecules enables them to change their 3D structure and
perform their specific task. Therefore, identifying rigid regions and consequently flexible
regions of proteins has a significant role in studying protein molecules’ function. In this
study, we developed a kinematic model of protein molecules considering all covalent and
hydrogen bonds in protein structure. Then, we used this model and developed two inde-
pendent rigidity analysis methods to calculate degrees of freedom (DOF) and identify
flexible and rigid regions of the proteins. The first method searches for closed loops
inside the protein structure and uses Gr€ubler–Kutzbach (GK) criterion. The second
method is based on a modified 3D pebble game. Both methods are implemented in a
MATLAB program and the step by step algorithms for both are discussed. We applied both
methods on simple 3D structures to verify the methods. Also, we applied them on several
protein molecules. The results show that both methods are calculating the same DOF and
rigid and flexible regions. The main difference between two methods is the run time. It’s
shown that the first method (GK approach) is slower than the second method. The second
method takes 0.29 s per amino acid versus 0.83 s for the first method to perform this
rigidity analysis. [DOI: 10.1115/1.4029977]

1 Introduction

Protein molecules are made up of 20 different amino acids.
Each amino acid has a basic common structure called main chain
or back bone. Main chain includes an amino group at one end and
a carboxyl group at the other end which are connected to a carbon
atom (a carbon) with an attached hydrogen atom which is shown
in Fig. 1. The only difference between various amino acids is a
group of atoms connected to a carbon called side chain (R group
in Fig. 1). There are 20 different side chain groups, the simplest of
which, is a single hydrogen atom [1]. When two amino acids
interact, carboxyl group on one amino acid bonds to the amino
group of the other one and one water molecule is eliminated. The
amino group and carboxyl group of the ends of the protein remain
intact. This process continues till all amino acids are connected.
The sequence of amino acids is known as protein primary
structure [2,3].

After amino acids are all connected, a protein molecule is in its
denatured state which resembles a long and open string. When the
protein, in its denatured state, is placed in an appropriate environ-
ment (i.e., temperature, pH, solvent), it folds into a complicated
and unique shape called native conformation. The shape change
of protein molecule is a result of interatomic forces that occur
between the atoms of either the protein or the solvent in which the
protein exists [2]. During the folding process, hydrogen bonds are
created between nonadjacent amino acids.

By a generally accepted definition, a hydrogen bond is an inter-
action between a hydrogen atom with an electronegative atom
(such as nitrogen and oxygen). It is increasingly recognized that
these comparatively weak bonds are connecting main chains and
side chains of nonadjacent amino acids and creating rigid domains
inside protein structure. Many excellent studies of the hydrogen
bonds in proteins [4–8] provided considerable insight into the
geometry of hydrogen bonds and their formation conditions. A
comprehensive review of the geometry of hydrogen bonds has
been conducted in Ref. [9].

Intrinsic flexibility within protein structures allows them to
undergo conformational changes [10]. Such changes

accommodate different large scale arrangements of protein
domains and are essential for protein molecules to perform their
tasks while maintaining their structure [11]. Previous efforts have
demonstrated that 3D rigid body motion of protein’s preserved
segments can be assumed as schematic representation for many
conformational changes [12–14]. Therefore, identifying rigid and
flexible regions of protein molecule is essential to study and conse-
quently replicate and/or control their function to design and fabri-
cate bionanodevices as well as opening new avenues toward new
drug design. For instance, identifying the flexible flaps of human
immunodeficiency virus (HIV) protease is important for designing
new drugs for Acquired Immunodeficiency Syndrome [15].

Computational techniques to analyze and determine flexible
and rigid regions of protein molecules are classified in two major
categories. The first class of approaches identifies rigid domains
by comparing two conformations of a protein [16,17]. This
method requires experimental observations of the proteins as well
as the atom coordinates, which is an inherently difficult task. In
the second class of approaches, rigid domains of a protein are pre-
dicted by using a single protein conformation. This category
includes molecular dynamics (MD) simulations [18], modal anal-
ysis [19,20], graph theory [21–24], and study of amino acids
sequence and volume [25,26]. In MD simulations, although pro-
tein folding can be simulated with high accuracy, the process is
very time consuming [18,27]. Modal analysis uses the eigenvalue
analysis. The covalent and hydrogen bonds are replaced by a
spring network with a unit spring constant. By calculating zero
eigenvalues of the system, independent and redundant bonds can
be identified [19,20]. Although, modal analysis is sufficiently
accurate, the same problem occurs as does in MD. Karplus and
Schulz [25] derived parameters from amino acids sequences and
three-dimensional structure of protein molecules, and Ragone
et al. [26] combined hydropathy predictions and amino acid
volume to predict rigid and flexible regions.

In this study, we represent proteins as nanorigid bodies (differ-
ent groups of atoms) connected by revolute joints. Then we locate
hydrogen bonds using geometric criteria. These bonds are proven
to connect these nanorigid bodies and make them rigid with
respect to each other. Next, we present two independent graph
based approaches to (I) predict DOF and (II) identify rigid regions
of protein molecules. Method one originates from GK criterion. In
this method first, we found all closed loops inside the 3D structure
of mechanism by applying a graph based algorithm. Then using
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GK criterion and our developed equations, DOF of each individ-
ual loop and consequently the overall DOF of the entire protein is
calculated. This method also identifies rigid and flexible regions
of the protein. In the second method, we modified three-
dimensional pebble game and implemented it on 3D structure of
protein molecules and calculated DOF as well as rigid regions of
the molecules. To verify these methods, we applied them on sev-
eral random sample structures. Both methods are producing the
same results. Once the methods were verified, we used them to
study DOF and rigid regions of protein molecules. The results
(DOF and rigid regions) and run time from both methods are com-
pared. It has been shown that the second method takes 0.29 s per
amino acid versus 0.83 s for the first method to perform this rigid-
ity analysis.

2 Rigidity Analysis of Protein Molecules

Both of the two rigidity analysis methods of protein molecules
are using ProtoFold, our home developed mechanical model of
proteins. ProtoFold models protein molecule as a manipulator and
uses direct kinematics (zero reference position method) to provide
all atom positions in 3D space [28]. In this model, the back bone
of each amino acid has two rigid links and two revolute joints.
Each side chain has zero to four rigid links and joints. Then we
locate hydrogen bonds inside protein structure based on meeting
the suggested geometric criteria in Table 1. Figure 2 shows the
geometry of a hydrogen bond. As shown in Fig. 3, a hydrogen
bond connects two rigid bodies of nonadjacent amino acids intro-
ducing a closed loop into mechanical model. Next, we calculate
DOF as well as rigid and flexible regions of protein molecules.

3 Method 1: Rigidity Analysis Using GK Criterion

ProtoFold generates a connectivity matrix including the topo-
logical information of the protein molecule. This matrix is parsed
to extract all the closed loops. DOF of each of these loops are
determined using GK criterion shown in the following equation:

DOF ¼ 6ðL� 1Þ � 5J1 � 4J2 � 3J3 � 2J4 � J5 (1)

where L is the number of links, and Ji is the number of joints with
i DOF. Since in protein molecules links are connected only
through revolute joints, we just have J1 and J2 ¼ J3

¼ J4 ¼ J5 ¼ 0. Then we categorize the closed loops to three
groups. (I) loops with less than seven links (L � 6) which have
zero or less DOF. Loops in this group are kinematically over-

constrained and can be modeled as independent rigid bodies. (II)
Loops with more than six links which are not rigid but con-
strained. For instance, a loop with eight links and eight joints has
2DOF. (III) Loops that are not rigid and connected to each other
and share one or more links. For this category, Eq. (1) can not pre-
dict the correct DOF. Therefore, we developed Eq. (2) to deter-
mine DOF of these loops

DOF ¼
Xm

i¼1

ðDOFÞi �
Xn

j¼1

Pj (2)

where ðDOFÞi is the DOF of the ith loop in the group of connected
loops and Pj represents jth shared joint. If the DOF of the group of

Table 1 Geometric criteria to detect hydrogen bonds [9]

a deg b deg rðÅÞ

Main-chain main-chain [110,180] [110,180] <2.5
Main-chain side-chain [90,180] [90,180] <2.5
Side-chain side-chain [90,180] [90,180] <2.5

Fig. 2 Geometric parameters of hydrogen bonds

Fig. 3 Closed loop created by a hydrogen bond

Fig. 1 Amino acid

Fig. 4 Three nonrigid loops connected to each other—trans-
parent circles show shared joints
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loops is less than 1, then all of the links of these loops are rigid. In
such a case, all links are replaced with one single rigid link. Figure
4 shows an example of connected loops. Here, there are loops 1,
2, and 3 with 2, 2, and 3DOF, respectively, and six common
joints. Using Eq. (2), overall DOF will be calculated to be 1.

Figure 5 shows more examples of different structures with con-
nected nonrigid loops. The calculated DOF for these structures
using method 1 has been reported in this figure.

To determine overall DOF of protein structure, we first identify
rigid loops and replace them with one rigid link. This step is
repeated till all the rigid loops are replaced and connectivity
matrix is modified. Then we search for nonrigid loops and calcu-
late their DOF. Then each loop with nDOF is replaced with n rigid
links and n� 1 joints. Using the new number of links and joints
and Eq. (1), DOF of the entire molecule is calculated. Algorithm 1
shows this process. We applied this method on several proteins
and the results are shown in Table 2.

4 Method 2: Pebble Game

In this method, we replaced GK criterion with a revised version
of “pebble game.” Pebble game is a graph theory based algorithm
of Laman introduced by Jacobs et al. [21]. We used this method to
define rigid regions and DOF of protein structures. In our modified
pebble game, the structure is converted into a body-bar (vertex–
edge) mechanism. This conversion is built based on kinematic
model of protein molecule developed by ProtoFold.

Fig. 5 DOF of different structures calculated using method 1

Table 2 Rigidity analysis on sample protein molecules using methods 1 and 2

Protein name
1YVQ 2I88 1YVT 2HHB 2K9a 1AUE

No. of amino acids 141 176 141 141 134 91
No. of DOF (no rigidity analysis) 281 354 281 281 267 181
No. of DOF (with rigidity analysis—methods 1 and 2) 43 70 43 61 61 4
Run time method 1 (s) 47.9 107 59.2 52 53.93 18
Run time method 2 (s) 27.12 40 27.4 24 22.16 15.2
% reduction in run time between methods 1 and 2 43 62 53 53 59 16

Fig. 6 Pebble movement in specific direction

Fig. 7 Path to move a free pebble

Algorithm 1 Pseudocode of the first rigidity method

input: Protein structure
output: DOF and rigid regions

1 Develop mechanical model;
2 Find hydrogen bonds;
3 Build connectivity matrix;
4 Build topological graph;
5 Find all loops in the graph;
6 for every loop detected do

7 Check loop rigidity according to Gr€ubler–Kutzbach criterion
8 if Loop is rigid then

9 Replace links of the loop with one rigid link
10 Update connectivity matrix
11 end

12 Identify rigid regions;
13 Calculate DOF for nonrigid loops;
14 Calculate the new number of links and joints;
15 Calculate overall DOF of protein molecule
16 end
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The pebble game can be applied to 2D and 3D structures. In
2D, there are no contradictions and the algorithm can be built
upon the equation of E ¼ 2V � 3, where E is the number of edges
and V is the number of vertices. If this equality holds, it shows the
minimally rigid structure. On the other hand, application of 3D

structures are a little different than 2D. The original pebble game
(FIRST [21]) approach uses atoms and bonds and converts these
two into their graph model. This algorithm uses two approaches:
(I) both central forces and angular forces or (II) central forces
only. For both cases, a vertex has 3DOF and are represented with
three pebbles ðE ¼ 3V � 6Þ. In our model, we are using Tay theo-
rem ðE ¼ 6V � 6Þ.

In our model, first we need to create the graph structure, model-
ing the 3D mechanism as explained below:

(1) Since each rigid body in 3D space has 6DOF, we assign six
pebbles for each vertex. (A rigid body is modeled by a ver-
tex and each pebble represents 1DOF.)

(2) When two vertices are connected, the change in DOF will
determine the number of edges between vertices. For
instance, when two rigid bodies (each with 6DOF) are con-
nected via a hinge, 5DOF will be removed and the structure
will have 7DOF. In this case, five edges will be placed
between the vertices which represent the five lost DOF
because of the joint between two rigid bodies.

Once the graph structure is created, the pebbles will be moved
onto the edges. For two connected vertices, we should have at
least seven pebbles in order to move one pebble onto the edge.
Each edge can only have one pebble and after a pebble is placed
on the edge, in every move this edge will have a pebble placed
on it.

When the algorithm is checking an empty edge which is con-
nected to vertices with less than seven pebbles, the algorithm

Fig. 9 (a) Converted structure for pebble game. (b) Pebbles were placed onto each vertex. (c) Pebble game result for the
given structure.

Fig. 8 First pebble motion (a), creating a path to neighbor ver-
tex through p16 (b), and moving the free pebbles (c)

Fig. 10 DOF of various structures using method 2
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searches for free pebbles on neighbor vertices by using the avail-
able paths. The pebble will be moved by swapping the paths direc-
tion, if the algorithm finds free pebbles. If we cannot reach any
free pebble the edge will be called overconstrained (redundant)
region. This movement as shown in Fig. 6 should happen in spe-
cific direction. Figure 7 shows the specific path used to move one
free pebble. For moving other pebbles, other paths are to be
found.

We can define the DOF by counting the free pebbles, after all
the edges are observed. If the total number of free pebbles is
more than six, the extra pebbles will define the DOF. For
instance, the structure will have 1DOF if the total of free pebbles
is 7. On the other hand, if total number of free pebbles is six we
can define the structure as a rigid body (0DOF). When we have
edges that do not have pebble on them, they are overconstrained
regions. The pseudocode of the procedure is provided in
algorithm 2.

Here, we explain the algorithm using the example shown in
Fig. 4. First, we modify the structure by converting joints to edges
and links to vertices (Fig. 9(a)). Then six pebbles are placed on
each vertex (Fig. 9(b)) and pebble movement starts. As seen in
Fig. 8(a), pebbles move to the edges. The process continues until
all the edges checked. If the algorithm faces a situation as shown
in Fig. 8(b) where the structure has more then six pebbles and at
the same time there is at least one empty edge which is not identi-
fied as redundant edge the algorithm can locate the free pebbles
on next neighbor vertex. As mentioned previously, the algorithm
creates a path to the neighbor(s) to get the free pebbles. The
arrows represent the path direction to neighbors. Since all of the
arrows on p16 allow us to take the free pebbles, these pebbles can
be moved onto p16 and previously placed pebbles can be taken
back as seen in Fig. 8(c) by using same pebble movement process.
Also, when the free pebbles are moved, the arrow directions are
changed (edge p16 Figs. 8(a) and 8(b)).

Fig. 11 Flexible and rigid regions of sample proteins

Algorithm 2 Pseudocode of the modified pebble game. Here, V is the number of vertices, E is the number of empty edges, and C
is the number of free pebbles, and u, v are the vertices connected to each other with same edge

input: Connectivity matrix (CM)
output: Rigid sub graphs and DOF

1 Use first row or column to define vertices;
2 Place 6 Free pebbles on each vertex C¼ 6�V;
3 From CM create 5 empty edge connections between vertices;
4 Define all edge as a matrix “Empty Edge (EE);”
5 while EE> 0 do

6 if vertices u(*) and v(*) have more than 6 pebbles then

7 Place 1 free pebble on an empty edge from any of this vertices by directing the edge out from the vertex (C¼C� 1)
8 Change the identification of edge as independent
9 Move to next edge
10 Go to 6
11 else

12 Search for free pebbles by following the directed edges from u or v
13 if free pebble x found (except the pebbles on u and v) then

14 By using the path (P), move the x with swapping the direction of P until this free pebble appears on the u or v
15 else

16 Change the identification of the edge as redundant
17 if there are free pebbles and a path is available to free pebble then

18 Move to next edge
19 Go to 6
20 else

21 if there are free pebbles and a path is not available to the free pebbles then

22 Define the region as rigid
23 Move to next edge
24 Go to 6
25 end

26 end

27 end

28 end

29 end

30 To define the DOF count the free pebbles DOF ¼ C� 6.
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When the algorithm continues to check every single edge, the
structure will end up with total of seven pebbles as shown in
Fig. 9(c). By having this information, DOF can be found to be
one. We applied this method on the same sample structures shown
in Fig. 5. The results are the same as method one and are shown in
Fig. 10.

We then applied this method on the same sample protein mole-
cules which we used for method 1. The DOF calculated by
method 2 (pebble game) are shown in Fig. 2. Also, the rigid and
flexible regions of some sample proteins are presented in Fig. 11.
Here, the dashed line shows the flexible regions and the solid line
identifies rigid regions.

5 Discussion and Conclusion

Stability of protein molecules is achieved by rigid regions
inside of their structures. At the same time, flexible regions let the
protein molecules move, change their conformations and perform
their biological tasks. Therefore, predicting rigid and flexible
regions of protein molecules is inevitable to understand the mobil-
ity and consequently their functions. At the same time, taking
advantage of protein mobility analysis results in a more realistic
as well as computationally faster simulation of protein molecules
as kinematic chains.

One of the critical factors in protein mobility analysis is the for-
mation of hydrogen bonds. In this work, we identify hydrogen
bonds based on geometric criteria then study how these bonds cre-
ate rigid and flexible closed loops. We developed two methods to
detect flexible and rigid regions of protein molecules as well as
their DOF. We employed both methods on simple mechanical
structures as well as complicated protein structures and achieved
the same results from both methods. This analysis shows that
DOF of protein molecules has been dramatically changed consid-
ering hydrogen bonds in mechanical model. This, in turn, makes
the mechanical model more reliable because of considering hydro-
gen bonds. Also, it can provide immediate computational benefit
to protein folding analysis by dramatically reducing DOF of pro-
tein kinematic model.

The significant difference between the two methods is the speed
of the calculations. Method 1 takes an average of 0.83 s per amino
acid versus 0.29 s for the first method. Considering the fact that
the protein molecules which undergo conformational changes are
usually large molecules, method 2 has an obvious advantage over
the first method.
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